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Abstract The modal $\mu$-calculus $\mu L$ is a well-known fixpoint logic to express and model check properties interpreted over labeled transition systems. In this paper, we propose two variants of the $\mu$-calculus, $\mu L_f$ and $\mu L'_f$, for feature transition systems. For this, we explicitly incorporate feature expressions into the logics, allowing operators to select transitions and behavior restricted to specific products and subfamilies. We provide semantics for $\mu L_f$ and $\mu L'_f$ and relate the two new $\mu$-calculi and $\mu L$ to each other. Next, we focus on the analysis of SPL behavior and show how our formalism can be applied for product-based verification with $\mu L_f$ as well as family-based verification with $\mu L'_f$. We illustrate by means of a toy example how properties can be model checked, exploiting an embedding of $\mu L'_f$ into the $\mu$-calculus with data.

1 Introduction

Formal methods and analysis tools for the specification and verification of SPL models are widely studied [11, 32, 33]. Since many SPL applications concern embedded, safety-critical systems, guaranteeing their correct behavior by means of formal verification is an important subject of study. However, when the system to be analyzed is a product line, i.e. a family of systems, the number of possible products leads to an exponential blow-up: growing numbers of products on top of increasing numbers of states. Hence, enumerative product-by-product analysis methods will quickly prove infeasible for larger SPL models. Family-based verification, as opposed to product-based verification, seeks to exploit the commonalities of products that underlies a product line to tackle large SPL models [33].

In recent years, numerous variants of known behavioral models have been tailored to deal with the variability of SPL with the aim of verifying temporal properties of SPL models. These include modal transition systems (MTS) [4, 22], I/O automata [27, 28], process calculi [5, 21, 29, 30, 35] and feature transition systems (FTS) [15, 16]. In particular the latter have gained substantial popularity: they offer a compact representation of a family of product behaviors, individually modeled as labeled transition systems (LTS), in a single transition system model in which actions are guarded by feature expressions whose satisfaction (or not) indicate the presence (or absence) of these actions in product behaviors. This has resulted in dedicated SPL model checkers [6, 14, 19] as well as the application of existing model checkers like NuSMV [15], mCRL2 [8] and FMC [3] to SPL.

In [7, 8, 10], we showed how the formal specification language mCRL2 and its industrial-strength toolset can be exploited to model and analyze SPL. The mCRL2 toolset supports parametrized modeling, model reduction and quality assurance techniques like model checking. For more details, the reader is referred to [20, 24] and www.mcrl2.org. In particular, we illustrated the use of mCRL2’s parametrized data language to model and select valid product configurations, in the presence of feature attributes and quantitative constraints, and to model and check the behavior of individually generated products (or of a set of products, by tweaking the selection process). Hence, the SPL model-checking analyses with mCRL2 studied so far fall in the category of product-based analyses. While we did equip our mCRL2 models of
product families with an FTS-like semantics, to be able to perform family-based verification also the supporting logic (a variant of the first-order modal $\mu$-calculus augmented with data) needs to be able to deal with the transitions of FTS labeled with feature expressions.

The modal $\mu$-calculus $\mu L$, going back to [26], is used to express and model check properties interpreted over LTS, which subsumes more intuitive popular temporal logics like LTL and CTL. The model-checking approaches of [5][14][16][18][19] are based on LTL, those of [4][6][15][17][28] on CTL and those of [3][7][8][10][29][31] on the $\mu$-calculus. In line with the recommendations from [1] to “adopt and extend state-of-the-art analysis tools” and to “analyze feature combinations corresponding to products of the product line”, in this paper we propose two variants of $\mu L$, coined $\mu L_f$ and $\mu L_f'$, for FTS. For this, we explicitly incorporate feature expressions into the logics, thus allowing operators to single out transitions and behavior restricted to specific products and subfamilies. We provide semantics for $\mu L_f$ and $\mu L_f'$ and relate the three logics to each other. Given that LTL and CTL are strict, partly overlapping subsets of $\mu L$, each of the feature-oriented variants introduced in this paper can express properties that the approaches based on LTL or CTL cannot (cf. [13] for examples of such properties).

In line with the extensions feature LTL (fLTL) [16] and feature CTL (fCTL) [15], we extend the standard $\mu$-calculus to account for feature expressions that define the set of products over which a formula is to be verified. However, while fLTL and fCTL do not change the semantics of the temporal operators, but only limit or parametrize the set of products over which they are evaluated by the addition of a feature expression as quantifier or guard, we do change the semantics. In detail, we replace operators $\langle a \rangle$ and $[a]$ of $\mu L$ by ‘feature’ operators $\langle a | \chi \rangle$ and $[a | \chi]$ for $\mu L_f$ and $\langle [a] \chi \rangle$ and $[a | \chi]$ for $\mu L_f'$, for $\chi$ an arbitrary feature expression. Intuitively, the classical diamond operator $\langle a \rangle \varphi$ (may modality) is valid if there exists an $a$-transition that leads to a state satisfying $\varphi$, while the classical box operator $[a] \varphi$ (must modality) is valid if all $a$-transitions lead to a state where $\varphi$ is valid (i.e. if no such transition exists it holds trivially).

The logic $\mu L_f$ is product-oriented. Informally, a product $p$ satisfies formula $\langle a | \chi \rangle \varphi$ with respect to an FTS $F$ in some state, if $p$ meets $\chi$ and an $a$-transition exists for $p$ in $F$ to a state where the formula $\varphi$ holds for $p$. Similarly, $p$ satisfies $[a | \chi] \varphi$ with respect to $F$ in a state, if $p$ meets $\chi$ and for all $a$-transitions for $p$ in $F$ the formula $\varphi$ holds for $p$ in the target state, or $p$ does not meet $\chi$. So, $\langle a | \chi \rangle \varphi$ does not hold if $p$ does not satisfy the feature expression $\chi$, while $[a | \chi] \varphi$ does hold if $p$ does not satisfy $\chi$.

The logic $\mu L_f'$ is family-oriented. The formula $\langle [a] \chi \rangle \varphi$ holds for a set of products $P$ with respect to FTS $F$ in a state $s$, if all products in $P$ meet the feature expression $\chi$ and there exists a single $a$-transition, possible for all products in $P$, to a state where $\varphi$ holds for the set $P$. In a way, the modality $\langle [a] \chi \rangle$ of $\mu L_f'$ is a global variant of the local modality $\langle a \rangle$ of $\mu L_f$. A formula $\langle [a] \chi \rangle \varphi$ of $\mu L_f'$ holds in a state of $F$ for a set of products $P$, if for each subset $P'$ of $P$ for which an $a$-transition is possible, for all products of the subset $P'$ the formula $\varphi$ holds for $P'$ in the target state. Note how, on the one hand, $[a | \chi] \varphi$ is fulfilled for $P$ if no product of $P$ meets the feature expression $\chi$. On the other hand, $\varphi$ is checked against subsets $P'$ of $P$, cut out by $\chi$ and the feature expressions decorating the transitions of the FTS $F$.

Jumping ahead, for a product $p$ and a formula $\varphi$ of $\mu L_f$, possibly involving feature expressions in the modalities, we have a corresponding formula $\varphi_p$ without feature expressions in $\mu L$ and a corresponding formula $\varphi'$ using $\langle [a] \chi \rangle$ rather than $\langle a | \chi \rangle$ in $\mu L_f'$. In this paper, we will show

$$\forall p \in P: \models_{F|p} \varphi_p \iff \forall p \in P: p \models_F \varphi \iff P \models_F \varphi'$$

for all sets of products $P$ and given an FTS $F$. Thus, (i) $\varphi$ holds for $p$ with respect to the FTS $F$ iff $\varphi_p$ holds with respect to the LTS $F|p$, which is the projection of $F$ on $p$ obtained by including an $a$-transition in $F|p$ iff $p \in \gamma$ for a transition of $F$ labelled with $a|\gamma$. And (ii), with respect to $F$, $\varphi$ holds for
all products $p$ in a family of products $P$ if the formula $\phi'$ holds for the family $P$. This provides us both with a correct FTS-based semantics of $\mu L_f$ with respect to a standard LTS-based semantics, due to (i), and with a possibility for family-based model checking due to (ii). However, the latter requires that we have means to actually verify $\mu L'_f$-formulas. We provide an outline for this exploiting the mCRL2 toolset.

We sketch an embedding of $\mu L'_f$ into the $\mu$-calculus with data for a small example. We have already started to work on larger SPL models from the literature, such as the well-known minepump model on which we evaluate our approach in a companion paper [9].

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the starting point of the research described in this paper: product-based verification of product-based behavior with $\mu L$. In Section 3, we introduce the $\mu L'_f$-variant of $\mu L$ and prove the soundness of its semantics, after which we introduce the $\mu L''_f$-variant in Section 4 and show how it can be used for family-based verification of family-based behavior in Section 5. We then discuss our results and planned future work in Section 6.

2 Product-based behavior—product-based verification

In this section we recall the definition of an LTS and of a variant $\mu L$ of Kozen’s modal $\mu$-calculus [26], and its semantics.

**Definition 1.** An LTS $L$ over the set $\mathcal{A}$, the set of actions, is a triple $L = (S, \rightarrow, s_0)$, with $S$ a finite set, the set of states, $\rightarrow \subseteq S \times \mathcal{A} \times S$ the transition relation, and $s_0 \in S$ the initial state.

The modal $\mu$-calculus involves modalities $\langle a \rangle$ and $\lbrack a \rbrack$, and fixpoint constructions. Its formulas are to be interpreted over LTSs. See [12] for an overview.

**Definition 2.** Fix a set $\mathcal{X}$ of variables, ranged over by $X$. The $\mu$-calculus $\mu L$ over $\mathcal{A}$ and $\mathcal{X}$, containing formulas $\phi$, is given by

$$\phi ::= \bot | \top | \neg \phi | \phi \lor \psi | \phi \land \psi | \langle a \rangle \phi | \lbrack a \rbrack X | \mu X. \phi | \nu X. \phi$$

where for $\mu X. \phi$ and $\nu X. \phi$ all free occurrences of $X$ in $\phi$ are in the scope of an even number of negations.

**Example 3.** Assuming $a, b, c \in \mathcal{A}$, formulas of $\mu L$ include the following:

(i) $\langle a \rangle (\langle b \rangle \bot \land \langle c \rangle \top)$ “it is possible to do action $a$ after which action $b$ is not possible but action $c$ is”

(ii) $\mu Y. (\langle a \rangle Y \lor \langle b \rangle \top)$ “there exists a finite sequence of $a$-actions followed by a $b$-action”

(iii) $\nu X. (\mu Y. [a]Y \land [b]X)$ “on all infinite runs with actions $a$ and $b$, action $b$ occurs infinitely often”

The syntactic restriction for a variable $X$ that is bound by a fixpoint construct to occur in the scope of an even number of negations guarantees monotonicity, with respect to set inclusion, of functionals used for the semantic definition below. From the monotonicity it follows by the Knaster-Tarski theorem that the least fixpoint and greatest fixpoint of the functionals exist.

**Definition 4.** Let an LTS $L$, with set of states $S$, be given. Define $sSet$, the set of state sets by $sSet = 2^S$, and define $sEnv$, the set of state-based environments, by $sEnv = \mathcal{X} \to sSet$. Then the semantic function $[\cdot]_L : \mu L \to sEnv \to sSet$ is given by

$$[\bot]_L(\varepsilon) = \emptyset$$

$$[\top]_L(\varepsilon) = S$$

$$[\neg \phi]_L(\varepsilon) = S \setminus [\phi]_L(\varepsilon)$$
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By $\epsilon[U/X]$ we denote the environment in $sEnv$ which yields $\epsilon(Y)$ for variables $Y$ different from $X$ and which yields the set $U$ for the variable $X$. For an LTS $L$ with initial state $s_0$ and a closed $\mu L$-formula $\varphi$, we write $|=L \varphi$ iff $s_0 \in [\varphi]_L(\epsilon_0)$, where the environment $\epsilon_0 \in sEnv$ is such that $\epsilon_0(X) = \emptyset$ for all $X \in X$.

There are various approaches to model checking of $\mu L$ formulas on an LTS, in particular exploiting BDDs and using equation systems or parity games (see [12], [13] for more details and references). The papers [7], [8], [10] present a model-checking approach to SPL using $\mu L$ for a prototypical coffee machine. Basically, the approach in these papers is product-based, in the sense that it provides a non-deterministic choice of the product space before entering product behavior captured by an LTS. Thus, although some tricks are possible, behavior is specified product-based as is the verification approach.

3 Family-based behavior—product-based verification

In this section we extend the logic $\mu L$ to a logic $\mu L_f$ incorporating feature expressions in its modalities. Formulas of $\mu L_f$ are to be evaluated against an FTS as first proposed in [18]. We note that, for the ease of presentation in this paper, the definition of an FTS below is slightly more abstract.

We fix a finite non-empty set $\mathcal{F}$ of features and a set $\mathcal{A}$ of actions, and we let $B[\mathcal{F}]$ denote the set of Boolean expressions over $\mathcal{F}$. We have $f$ as a typical element of $\mathcal{F}$. Elements $\chi$ and $\gamma$ of $B[\mathcal{F}]$ are referred to as feature expressions. The constant $\top$ is used to denote the feature expression that is always true. A product is a set of features; $\mathcal{P}$ is the set of products, thus $\mathcal{P} \subseteq 2^\mathcal{F}$. We use $p$ to range over $\mathcal{P}$. A product $p$ induces an assignment $\alpha$ of features, viz. $\alpha_p : \mathcal{F} \to B$ with $\alpha_p(f) = \text{true}$ iff $f \in p$. We write $p \in \chi$ for $\alpha_p = \chi$. We also identify a feature expression $\chi$ with the set of products that satisfy $\chi$.

Definition 5. An FTS $F$ over $\mathcal{A}$ and $\mathcal{F}$ is a triple $F = (S, \theta, s_0)$, with $S$ a finite set, the set of states, $\theta : S \times \mathcal{A} \times S \to B[\mathcal{F}]$ the transition constraint function, and $s_0 \in S$ the initial state.

For states $s, t \in S$, we write $s \xrightarrow{a \chi} t$ if $\theta(s, a, t) = \chi$. Given an FTS $F = (S, \theta, s_0)$ and a product $p \in \mathcal{P}$, the projection of $F$ with respect to $p$ is the LTS $F|p = (S, \rightarrow_{F|p}, s_0)$ over $\mathcal{A}$ with $s \xrightarrow{a \gamma} t$ iff $p \in \gamma$ for a transition $s \xrightarrow{a \gamma} t$ of $F$.

Example 6. Consider the FTS $F$ modeling a family of coffee machines, an SPL of four products, with the set of features $\{C, D, E\}$ representing the presence of a clean/descale unit, a dollar unit and a euro unit, depicted below (left). The actions of $F$ represent inserting a coin (action ins), pouring a standard or large coffee (actions sd and ld) and cleaning/descaling the machine (action cd). A coffee machine accepts either dollar coins or euro coins. Large cups of coffee require two coins and are only available for dollar machines. Cleaning can only occur when the machine is idle with no coins inserted. For the products $p_1 = \{C, D\}$ and $p_2 = \{E\}$, we have the projections $F|p_1$ and $F|p_2$, also depicted below (right).
The LTS $F|p_1$ has all transitions of $F$, with the feature expressions decorating the arrows omitted. For $F|p_2$, the cd-loop that depends on the feature $C$ and the second insert action $ins$ of the transition from $s_1$ to $s_2$, which depends on the feature $D$, are not present. Although $s_2$ is unreachable in $F|p_2$ according to the definition, since $p_2 \in \top$, the transition from $s_2$ to $s_0$ is present.

We next introduce the feature $\mu$-calculus $\mu L_f$.

Definition 7. The feature $\mu$-calculus $\mu L_f$ over $\omega$, $\mathcal{P}$, and $\mathcal{X}$, containing formulas $\varphi_f$, is given by

$$\varphi_f ::= \bot | \top | \neg \varphi_f | \varphi_f \lor \psi_f | \varphi_f \land \psi_f | \langle a|\chi \rangle \varphi_f | [a|\chi] \varphi_f | X | \mu X. \varphi_f | \nu X. \varphi_f$$

where for $\mu X. \varphi_f$ and $\nu X. \varphi_f$ all free occurrences of $X$ in $\varphi_f$ are in the scope of an even number of negations.

Example 8. Assuming feature expressions $\chi, \chi_1, \chi_2 \in \mathcal{B}[\mathcal{P}]$, the following are example formulas of $\mu L_f$:

(i) $\langle a|\chi_1 \land \chi_2 \rangle\langle [b|\chi_1] \bot \land (c|\chi_2) \top \rangle$ “it is possible to do action $a$ for products satisfying $\chi_1 \land \chi_2$ after which action $b$ is not possible for products satisfying $\chi_1$ but action $c$ is for products satisfying $\chi_2$”

(ii) $\mu X. (\langle a|\chi_1 \rangle X \lor \langle b|\chi_2 \rangle \top)$ “there exists a finite sequence of $a$-actions for products satisfying $\chi_1$, followed by a $b$-action for products satisfying $\chi_2$ as well”

(iii) $\nu X. (\mu Y. [a|\chi] Y \land [b|\top] X)$ “for products satisfying $\chi$ infinitely often action $b$ can occur, after a finite number of times action $a$”

The semantic function $[\cdot]_F$ given below returns for an LTS $F$ all state-product pairs in which a formula $\varphi_f \in \mu L_f$ holds.

Definition 9. Let an LTS $F$, with set of states $S$, be given. Define $\text{spSet}$, the set of state-product sets, by $\text{spSet} = 2^{S \times \omega}$, and define $\text{spEnv}$, the set of state-product environments, by $\text{spEnv} = \mathcal{X} \rightarrow \text{spSet}$. Then the semantic function $[\cdot]_F : \mu L_f \rightarrow \text{spEnv} \rightarrow \text{spSet}$ is given by

$$[\bot]_F(\eta) = \emptyset$$
$$[\top]_F(\eta) = S \times \omega$$
$$[-\varphi_f]_F(\eta) = (S \times \omega) \setminus [\varphi_f]_F(\eta)$$
$$[(\varphi_f \lor \psi_f)]_F(\eta) = [\varphi_f]_F(\eta) \cup [\psi_f]_F(\eta)$$
$$[(\varphi_f \land \psi_f)]_F(\eta) = [\varphi_f]_F(\eta) \cap [\psi_f]_F(\eta)$$
$$[\langle a|\chi \rangle \varphi_f]_F(\eta) = \{ (s, p) | \ p \in \chi \land \exists \gamma, t : s \xrightarrow{a^t} F t \land p \in \gamma \land (t, p) \in [\varphi_f]_F(\eta) \}$$
$$[\langle a|\chi \rangle \varphi_f]_F(\eta) = \{ (s, p) | \ p \in \chi \Rightarrow \forall \gamma, t : s \xrightarrow{a^t} F t \land p \in \gamma \Rightarrow (t, p) \in [\varphi_f]_F(\eta) \}$$
For an FTS \(F\) with initial state \(s_0\), a product \(p \in \mathcal{P}\), and a closed \(\mu L_f\)-formula \(\varphi_f\), we write \(p \models_F \varphi_f\) iff \((s_0, p) \in \lbrack \varphi_f \rbrack_F(\eta_0)\), where the environment \(\eta_0 \in \text{spEnv}\) is such that \(\eta_0(X) = \emptyset\) for all \(X \in \mathcal{X}\).

As we shall see, model checking of a \(\mu L_f\)-formula \(\varphi_f\), we write \(p \models_F \varphi_f\) iff \((s_0, p) \in \lbrack \varphi_f \rbrack_F(\eta_0)\), where the environment \(\eta_0 \in \text{spEnv}\) is such that \(\eta_0(X) = \emptyset\) for all \(X \in \mathcal{X}\).

To make this precise we introduce the translation function \(\text{sm} : \mu L_f \times \mathcal{P} \rightarrow \mu L\) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{sm}(\bot, p) &= \bot & \text{sm}(X, p) &= X \\
\text{sm}(\top, p) &= \top & \text{sm}(\mu X \varphi_f, p) &= \mu X \text{sm}(\varphi_f, p) \\
\text{sm}(\varphi_f \lor \psi_f, p) &= \text{sm}(\varphi_f) \lor \text{sm}(\psi_f) & \text{sm}(\nu X \varphi_f, p) &= \nu X \text{sm}(\varphi_f, p) \\
\text{sm}(\varphi_f \land \psi_f, p) &= \text{sm}(\varphi_f) \land \text{sm}(\psi_f) & \\
\text{sm}(\langle a \mid \chi \rangle \varphi_f, p) &= \text{if } p \in \chi \text{ then } (a) \text{sm}(\varphi_f, p) \text{ else } \bot & \\
\text{sm}(\langle a \mid \chi \rangle \varphi_f, p) &= \text{if } p \in \chi \text{ then } (a) \text{sm}(\varphi_f, p) \text{ else } \top &
\end{align*}
\]

Thus, given a formula \(\varphi_f \in \mu L_f\), \(\text{sm}(\varphi_f)\) is the \(\mu L\)-formula obtained from \(\varphi_f\) by replacing a sub-formula \(\langle a \mid \chi \rangle \psi_f\) by \(\bot\) and a sub-formula \(\langle a \mid \chi \rangle \psi_f\) by \(\top\), respectively, in case \(p \notin \chi\), while omitting the feature expression \(\chi\) otherwise.

The semantic function \(\lbrack \cdot \rbrack_{F|p}\) in the theorem below is an instance of Definition 4, returning for the LTS \(F|p\) all states in which a formula \(\varphi \in \mu L_f\) holds, given an environment.

**Theorem 10.** Let a state \(s \in S\) and a product \(p \in \mathcal{P}\) be given. Suppose the environments \(\eta \in \text{spEnv}\) and \(\varepsilon \in \text{sEnv}\) are such that \((s, p) \in \lbrack \varphi_f \rbrack_F(\eta) \iff s \in \varepsilon(X)\), for all \(X \in \mathcal{X}\). Then it holds that

\[
(s, p) \in \lbrack \varphi_f \rbrack_F(\eta) \iff s \in \lbrack \text{sm}(\varphi_f) \rbrack_{F|p}(\varepsilon)
\]

for all \(\varphi_f \in \mu L_f\).

**Proof.** The theorem is proven by induction on the structure of \(\varphi_f\). Here we exhibit two cases.

Case 1, \(\langle a \mid \chi \rangle\): Suppose \(p \in \chi\). Then \(\text{sm}(\langle a \mid \chi \rangle \varphi_f, p) = (a) \varphi\), with \(\text{sm}(\varphi_f) = \varphi\). We have

\[
(s, p) \in \lbrack \langle a \mid \chi \rangle \varphi_f \rbrack_F(\eta) \iff
\]

\[
\exists \gamma : s \overset{a}{\longrightarrow}_{F|p} t \wedge t \in \lbrack \chi \rbrack_F(\eta) \iff
\]

\[
\exists t : s \overset{a}{\longrightarrow}_{F|p} t \wedge t \in \lbrack \chi \rbrack_F(\eta) \iff
\]

\[
\exists t : s \overset{a}{\longrightarrow}_{F|p} t \wedge t \in \lbrack \chi \rbrack_F(\eta)
\]

Suppose \(p \notin \chi\). Then \(\text{sm}(\langle a \mid \chi \rangle \varphi_f, p) = \bot\). We have \((s, p) \notin \lbrack \langle a \mid \chi \rangle \varphi_f \rbrack_F(\eta)\) by definition of \(\lbrack \cdot \rbrack_F\) and \(s \notin \lbrack \bot \rbrack_{F|p}(\varepsilon)\) by definition of \(\lbrack \cdot \rbrack_{F|p}\).

Case 2, \(\mu X \varphi_f\): Then \(\text{sm}(\mu X \varphi_f) = \mu X \varphi\), with \(\text{sm}(\varphi_f) = \varphi\). If suffices to prove

\[
(s, p) \in \bigcup_{i=0}^{\infty} V_i \iff s \in \bigcup_{i=0}^{\infty} U_i
\]

(1)
where \( V_0 = \emptyset, V_{i+1} = \| \varphi_f \|_F (\eta [V_i / X]) \) and \( U_0 = \emptyset, U_{i+1} = \| \varphi \|_{F|p}(\varepsilon [U_i / X]) \). Define \( \eta_i \) and \( \varepsilon_i \), for \( i \geq 0 \), by \( \eta_0 = \eta, \eta_{i+1} = \eta [V_i / X] \) and \( \varepsilon_0 = \varepsilon, \varepsilon_{i+1} = \varepsilon [U_i / X] \). We claim

\[
\forall Y \in \mathcal{X}: (s, p) \in \eta_i(Y) \iff s \in \varepsilon_i(Y) \quad \text{and} \quad (s, p) \in V_i \iff s \in U_i
\]

**Proof of the claim.** Induction on \( i \). Basis, \( i = 0 \): Clear, by definition of \( V_0 \) and \( U_0 \) and by the assumption on \( \eta \) and \( \varepsilon \). Induction step, \( i+1 \): We first check \( (s, p) \in \eta_{i+1}(Y) \iff s \in \varepsilon_{i+1}(Y) \), only for \( Y = X \).

\[
(s, p) \in \eta_{i+1}(X) \iff (s, p) \in \eta[V_i / X](X) \iff (s, p) \in V_i \iff s \in U_i \text{ (by induction hypothesis for } i \text{)} \iff s \in \varepsilon[U_i / X](X) \iff s \in \varepsilon_{i+1}(X)
\]

Next we verify \( (s, p) \in V_{i+1} \iff s \in U_{i+1} \).

\[
(s, p) \in V_{i+1} \iff (s, p) \in \| \varphi_f \|_F (\eta [V_i / X]) \iff (s, p) \in \| \varphi_f \|_F (\eta_{i+1}) \iff s \in \| \varphi_f \|_{F|p}(\varepsilon_{i+1}) \text{ (by induction hypothesis for } \varphi_f \text{)} \iff s \in \| \varphi \|_{F|p}(\varepsilon [U_i / X]) \iff s \in U_{i+1}
\]

From the claim Equation (1) follows directly. \( \square \)

From Theorem 10 we have the following immediate consequence:

\[
|=_{F|p} \text{sm}(\varphi_f, p) \iff p =_F \varphi_f
\]

for all \( p \in \mathcal{P} \), \( \varphi_f \in \mu L_f \) closed.

Theorem 10 and its corollary show the strong connection of LTS model checking for \( \mu L \) and FTS model checking for \( \mu L_f \). In the next section we introduce an adapted feature \( \mu \)-calculus, called \( \mu L_f \), for which there is a looser relationship of FTS model checking for \( \mu L_f \) and FTS model checking for \( \mu L_f \) which only is sound for formulas without negation. However, because of the duality of \( \mu L_f \) regarding modalities and fixpoints shown in the sequel of this section, the latter is not a major restriction.

We note that although the behavior of products is specified from the family perspective by means of an FTS, model checking based on Definition 9 will have single products as unit of granularity. However, one may take advantage of compact representations when building up pieces of information during the recursive exploration of subformulas and groups of products. In particular, as in [15,17], BDDs can be used to efficiently represent subsets of \( S \times \mathcal{P} \).

**Lemma 11.** It holds that

(a) \( \| \neg a [\chi] \varphi \|_F (\eta) = \| a [\chi] \neg \varphi \|_F (\eta) \) and \( \| \neg \left( a [\chi] \right) \varphi \|_F (\eta) = \| a [\chi] \neg \varphi \|_F (\eta) \), for all \( a \in \mathcal{A} \), \( \chi \in B[\mathcal{X}] \), \( \varphi \in \mu L_f \), \( \eta \in \text{spEnv} \), and

(b) \( \| \neg \mu X . \varphi \|_F (\eta) = \| \mu X . \varphi \|_F (\eta) \) and \( \| \neg \left( \mu X . \varphi \right) \|_F (\eta) = \| \mu X . \varphi \|_F (\eta) \), for all \( X \in \mathcal{X} \), \( \varphi \in \mu L_f \) and \( \eta \in \text{spEnv} \).

**Proof.** We only present part (a), part (b) being exactly as standard. We have

\[
\| \neg a [\chi] \varphi \|_F (\eta)
\]

\[
= (S \times \mathcal{P}) \setminus \{(s, p) | p \in \chi \Rightarrow \exists \gamma, t: s \xrightarrow{a|\gamma} t \land p \in \gamma \Rightarrow (t, p) \notin \| \varphi \|_F (\eta) \} \quad \text{(by definition } \| \cdot \|_F \text{)}
\]

\[
= \{ (s, p) | p \in \chi \land \exists \gamma, t: s \xrightarrow{a|\gamma} t \land p \in \gamma \land (t, p) \notin \| \varphi \|_F (\eta) \}
\]

\[
= \| a [\chi] \neg \varphi \|_F (\eta) \quad \text{(by definition } \| \cdot \|_F \text{)}
\]
The feature calculus requires the existence of a specific transition in the underlying FTS that applies for all products. In this section we consider a variation of the $\mu$ Family-based behavior—family-based verification $\mu$. Therefore, in laws, allow for (closed) formulas to ‘push’ negation inside without effecting the meaning of a formula. Therefore, in $\mu L_f$, every formula $\phi_f$ has a negation-free equivalent formula $\psi_f$.

### 4 Family-based behavior—family-based verification

In this section we consider a variation of the $\mu$-calculus $\mu L_f$ introduced in Definition 7 that allows for model checking taking sets of products as point of view. Modalities $\langle a | \chi \rangle$ of $\mu L_f$ will be replaced by modalities $\langle a | \chi \rangle$. The point is that the transition required in the semantics of $\langle a | \chi \rangle$ in the adapted $\mu$-calculus requires the existence of a specific transition in the underlying FTS that applies for all products under consideration at the same time.

**Definition 12.** The feature $\mu$-calculus $\mu L_f$ over $\mathcal{A}$, $\mathcal{F}$ and $\mathcal{X}$, consisting of formulas $\phi'$, is given by

$$\phi' ::= \bot \mid \top \mid \neg \phi' \mid \phi' \lor \psi' \mid \phi' \land \psi' \mid \langle a | \chi \rangle \phi' \mid [a | \chi] \phi' \mid X \mid \mu X. \phi' \mid \nu X. \phi'$$

where for $\mu X. \phi'$ and $\nu X. \phi'$ all free occurrences of $X$ in $\phi'$ are in the scope of an even number of negations.

The semantics of $\mu L_f$ is given in terms of product families, i.e. sets of products. Therefore, we consider now sets of state-family pairs $\{(s_i, P_i) \mid i \in I\}$, for some index set $I$, i.e. pairs $(s_i, P_i)$ of states and sets of products, rather than sets of state-product pairs $\{(s_i, p_i) \mid i \in I\}$. We put $s\text{Set} = 2^{S \times 2^P}$.

**Definition 13.** Let an FTS $F$, with set of states $S$, be given. Define $s\text{PEnv}$, the set of state-family environments, by $s\text{PEnv} = \mathcal{X} \rightarrow s\text{Set}$. Then the semantic function $\llbracket - \rrbracket_F : \mu L_f \rightarrow s\text{PEnv} \rightarrow s\text{Set}$ is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
\llbracket \bot \rrbracket_F(\xi) &= \emptyset \\
\llbracket \top \rrbracket_F(\xi) &= S \times 2^P \\
\llbracket \neg \phi' \rrbracket_F(\xi) &= (S \times 2^P) \setminus \llbracket \phi' \rrbracket_F(\xi) \\
\llbracket \phi' \lor \psi' \rrbracket_F(\xi) &= \llbracket \phi' \rrbracket_F(\xi) \cup \llbracket \psi' \rrbracket_F(\xi) \\
\llbracket \phi' \land \psi' \rrbracket_F(\xi) &= \llbracket \phi' \rrbracket_F(\xi) \cap \llbracket \psi' \rrbracket_F(\xi) \\
\llbracket \langle a | \chi \rangle \phi' \rrbracket_F(\xi) &= \{(s, P) \mid P \subseteq \chi \land (\exists \gamma, t : s \xrightarrow{a | \gamma} t \land P \subseteq \gamma \land (t, P \cap \chi \cap \gamma) \in \llbracket \phi' \rrbracket_F(\xi))\} \\
\llbracket [a | \chi] \phi' \rrbracket_F(\xi) &= \{(s, P) \mid P \cap \chi \neq \emptyset \Rightarrow (\forall \gamma, t : s \xrightarrow{a | \gamma} t \land P \cap \chi \cap \gamma \neq \emptyset \Rightarrow (t, P \cap \chi \cap \gamma) \in \llbracket \phi' \rrbracket_F(\xi))\}
\end{align*}
\]
Well-definedness of the semantic function $\llbracket \cdot \rrbracket_F$ can be checked as usual.

For an FTS $F$ with initial state $s_0$, a set of products $P \subseteq \mathcal{P}$ and a closed $\mu L'_f$-formula $\varphi'$, we write $P \models_F \varphi'$ iff $(s_0, P) \in \llbracket \varphi' \rrbracket_F(\zeta_0)$, where the environment $\zeta_0 \in sPEnv$ is such that $\zeta_0(X) = \emptyset$ for all $X \in \mathcal{X}$.

The main difference between $\mu L_f$ and $\mu L'_f$ lies in their respective ‘diamond’ modalities, $\langle a \mid x \rangle$ for $\mu L_f$ and $\langle a \mid x \rangle'$ for $\mu L'_f$. Here, for $\langle a \mid x \rangle'$ of $\mu L'_f$ and $(s, P) \in sPSet$ to hold, we require all products in $P$ to fulfill the feature expression $x$, and we require that the witnessing transition $s \xrightarrow{a \gamma} t$, guarded by the feature expression $\gamma$, is the same for all products in $P$.

**Example 14.** Consider the FTS given on the right.

The transition from $s_0$ to $s_1$ is possible for products having the feature $f$ and the transition from $s_0$ to $s_2$ for products not having this feature. Consider the products $p_1 = \{f, g\}$ and $p_2 = \{g\}$. Thus, $p_2$ does not have feature $f$. Then $p_1 \models_F \langle a \mid T \rangle \top$ because of the transition to $s_1$, and $p_2 \models_F \langle a \mid T \rangle \top$ because of the transition to $s_2$. However, we do not have $\{p_1, p_2\} \models_F \langle a \mid T \rangle \bot$, since there is no $a$-transition from $s_0$ possible for both $p_1$ and $p_2$. Note that we do not have $\{p_1, p_2\} \models_F \langle a \mid T \rangle \bot$ either, showing that the modalities $\langle a \mid \chi \rangle$ and $\langle a \mid \chi' \rangle$ of $\mu L'_f$ are not each others dual.

Despite this example, the semantics of Definition 13 based on sets of state-family pairs is in several ways consistent with the semantics of Definition 12 based on sets of state-product pairs, as we will see next.

A formula $\varphi' \in \mu L'_f$ has a corresponding formula $\varphi \in \mu L_f$: the formulas $\varphi'$ and $\varphi$ are the same except that one involves a modality $\langle a \mid \chi \rangle$ based on sets of state-product pairs, as we will see next.

A formula $\varphi' \in \mu L'_f$ has a corresponding formula $\varphi \in \mu L_f$: the formulas $\varphi'$ and $\varphi$ are the same except that one involves a modality $\langle a \mid \chi \rangle$ based on sets of state-product pairs, as we will see next.

For an environment $\zeta \in sPEnv$ and an environment $\eta \in sPEnv$ we say that $\zeta$ relates to $\eta$ if $(s, \{p\}) \in \zeta(X) \iff (s, p) \in \eta(X)$, for all variables $X \in \mathcal{X}$.

**Lemma 15.** Let an FTS $F$, with a set of states $S$, a state $s \in S$ and a product $p \in \mathcal{P}$, be given. Suppose the environments $\zeta \in sPEnv$ and $\eta \in sPEnv$ are such that $\zeta$ relates to $\eta$. Then it holds that

$$(s, \{p\}) \in \llbracket \varphi' \rrbracket_F'(\zeta) \iff (s, p) \in \llbracket \text{fm}(\varphi') \rrbracket_F(\eta)$$

for all $\varphi' \in \mu L'_f$.

**Proof.** The proof is by induction on the structure of $\varphi'$. We only treat two cases.
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Case 1, $\langle a | \chi \rangle$: Recall $fm(\langle a | \chi \rangle \phi') = \langle a | \chi \rangle \phi_f$ if $fm(\phi') = \phi_f$. We have

$$(s, p) \in \llbracket \langle a | \chi \rangle \phi' \rrbracket_F (\zeta)$$

$$\iff \{ p \} \subseteq \chi \land (\exists I, t : s \xrightarrow{a|\chi}_F t \wedge \{ p \} \subseteq \gamma \land (t, \{ p \} \cap \chi \cap \gamma) \in \llbracket \phi' \rrbracket_F (\zeta))$$

(by definition of $\llbracket \cdot \rrbracket_F$)

$$\iff p \in \chi \land (\exists I, t : s \xrightarrow{a|\chi}_F t \wedge p \in \gamma \land (t, p) \in \llbracket \phi' \rrbracket_F (\eta))$$

(by definition of $\llbracket \cdot \rrbracket_F$)

Now, unfolding the various definitions, we have

$$\mu \phi \iff \mu \phi_1 \mu \phi_2$$

for all $\phi, \phi_1, \phi_2$. Using Equation (3) we obtain that

$$(s, \{ p \}) \in W_i \iff (s, p) \in V_i$$

and $\zeta_{W_i/X}$ relates to $\eta_{V_i/X}$ for all $i \geq 0$.

Proof of the claim. Induction on $i$. Basis, $i = 0$: Straightforward. Induction step, $i+1$: Note, $\zeta_{W_i/X}$ relates to $\eta_{V_i/X}$ by induction hypothesis for $i$. Therefore we have $(s, \{ p \}) \in \llbracket \phi' \rrbracket_F (\zeta_{W_i/X}) = W_{i+1}$ iff $(s, p) \in \llbracket \phi_0 \rrbracket_F (\eta_{V_i/X}) = V_{i+1}$ by induction hypothesis for $\phi'$. Because of this it follows that $\zeta_{W_{i+1}/X}$ relates to $\eta_{V_{i+1}/X}$.

Now, unfolding the various definitions, we have $\llbracket \mu X. \phi' \rrbracket_F (\zeta) = \bigcup_{i=0}^\infty \llbracket \phi' \rrbracket_F (\zeta_{W_i/X}) = \bigcup_{i=0}^\infty W_i$ and $\llbracket \mu X. \phi \rrbracket_F (\eta) = \bigcup_{i=0}^\infty \llbracket \phi_0 \rrbracket_F (\eta_{V_i/X}) = \bigcup_{i=0}^\infty V_i$. Using Equation (3) we obtain that $(s, \{ p \}) \in \llbracket \mu X. \phi' \rrbracket_F (\zeta)$ iff $(s, p) \in \llbracket \mu X. \phi_0 \rrbracket_F (\eta)$, as was to be shown.

Rephrasing Lemma 15 in terms of satisfaction, we have $\{ p \} \models_F \phi'$ iff $p \models_F fm(\phi')$ for $\phi' \in \mu L'_f$ closed.

To relate the semantics of $\mu L'_f$ and $\mu L_f$, we use a projection function $fp : sPSet \rightarrow sPSet$ from sets of state-family pairs to sets of state-product pairs, given by $fp(\{(s_i, P_i) | i \in I\}) = \{(s_i, p) | i \in I, p \in P_i\}$.

Theorem 16. Let an FTS $F$, with state $s \in S$ and a set of products $P \subseteq \mathcal{P}$, be given. Suppose $\zeta$ and $\eta$ are such that $fp(\zeta(X)) \subseteq \eta(X)$, for all $X \in \mathcal{X}$. Then it holds that

$$(s, p) \in \llbracket \phi' \rrbracket_F (\zeta) \implies \forall p \in P : (s, p) \in \llbracket fm(\phi') \rrbracket_F (\eta)$$

for all negation-free $\phi' \in \mu L'_f$.

Proof. Induction on the structure of $\phi'$. We only exhibit two cases.

Case 1, $\langle a | \chi \rangle$: If $(s, p) \in \llbracket \langle a | \chi \rangle \phi' \rrbracket_F (\zeta)$, then we have $P \subseteq \chi$ and $\gamma, t$ exist such that $s \xrightarrow{a|\chi}_F t$, $P \subseteq \gamma$ and $(t, P) \in \llbracket \phi' \rrbracket_F (\zeta)$. Thus, since $p \in P$ we have $p \in \chi$, $p \in \gamma$ and $(t, p) \in \llbracket \phi' \rrbracket_F (\eta)$ by induction hypothesis. Therefore, $(s, p) \in \llbracket \langle a | \chi \rangle \phi \rrbracket (\eta)$.

Case 2, $\mu X. \phi$: We have $\llbracket \mu X. \phi' \rrbracket_F (\zeta) = \bigcup_{i=0}^\infty W_i$ where $W_0 = \emptyset$, $W_{i+1} = \llbracket \phi' \rrbracket_F (\zeta_{W_i/X})$ and $\llbracket \mu X. \phi \rrbracket_F (\eta) = \bigcup_{i=0}^\infty V_i$ where $V_0 = \emptyset$, $V_{i+1} = \llbracket \phi_0 \rrbracket_F (\eta_{V_i/X})$. We claim:

$$fp(W_i) \subseteq V_i$$

for $i \geq 0$.

Proof of the claim. Induction on $i$. Basis, $i = 0$: Clear. Induction step, $i+1$: By induction hypothesis $fp(W_i) \subseteq V_i$. Hence, $fp(\zeta_{W_i/X}) \subseteq \eta_{V_i/X}$ for all $Y \in \mathcal{X}$. Thus, by the induction hypothesis for $\phi'$, we have that $(s, p) \in \llbracket \phi' \rrbracket_F (\zeta_{W_i/X})$ implies $(s, p) \in \llbracket \phi_0 \rrbracket_F (\eta_{V_i/X})$ given $p \in P$, hence $fp(\zeta_{W_{i+1}/X}) \subseteq \eta_{V_{i+1}/X}$. Therefore, $fp(W_{i+1}) \subseteq V_{i+1}$, as was to be shown.
In terms of satisfaction, Theorem 16 can be reformulated as
\[ \phi \models^F_F \phi' \implies \forall p \in P : p \models^F_F \text{fm}(\phi') \quad (5) \]
for all \( P \subseteq \mathcal{P} \), \( \phi' \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \) closed. Thus, given a set of products and a formula \( \phi_f \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f \), instead of verifying \( \phi_f \) for each individual product, we may seek to verify the corresponding \( \phi' \) into \( \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \) of \( \phi \) at once for the complete set of products. In case of an affirmative answer, Equation (5) guarantees that the formula \( \phi_f \) will hold for the separate products.

For formulas in the intersection of \( \mu\mathcal{L}_f \) and \( \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \) that are negation-free, i.e. formulas without any negation or modalities \( \langle a \mid X \rangle \) or \( \langle a \mid \chi \rangle \), we have a stronger result.

**Theorem 17.** Suppose the formula \( \phi' \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f \cap \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \) is negation-free, and \( \zeta \in s\text{Env} \) and \( \eta \in s\text{pEnv} \) are such that \( (s, P) \in \zeta(X) \iff \forall p \in P : (s, p) \in \eta(X) \), for all \( s \in S \), \( P \subseteq \mathcal{P} \) and \( X \in \mathcal{X} \). Then it holds that
\[ (s, P) \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \quad \iff \quad \forall p \in P : (s, p) \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \]
for all states \( s \in S \) and sets of products \( P \subseteq \mathcal{P} \).

**Proof.** Induction on the structure of \( \phi \). We exhibit two cases only.

Case 1. \( \langle a \mid \chi \rangle \): \( \iff \) Suppose \( (s, P) \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \) and pick \( p \in P \). As in the proof of Theorem 16 we reason as follows: Suppose \( p \in \chi \) and \( \gamma, t \) are such that \( s \overset{a,t}{\rightarrow}_F t \) and \( p \in \gamma \). Then we have \( P \cap \chi = \emptyset \) and \( P \cap \chi \cap \gamma \neq \emptyset \). Hence \( (t, P \cap \chi \cap \gamma) \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \) by definition of \( \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \). Since \( p \in P \cap \chi \cap \gamma \) it follows that \( (t, p) \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \) by induction hypothesis.

\[ (\iff) \quad (s, p) \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \quad \iff \quad \forall p \in P : (s, p) \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \]

Case 2. \( \mu X. \phi \): We have that \( \mu X. \phi \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \) iff \( \forall p \in P : (s, p) \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \). As in the proof of Theorem 16, we reason as follows: Suppose \( (s, P) \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \) and pick \( p \in P \). As in the proof of Theorem 16 we reason as follows: Suppose \( p \in \chi \) and \( \gamma, t \) are such that \( s \overset{a,t}{\rightarrow}_F t \) and \( p \in \gamma \). Then we have \( P \cap \chi = \emptyset \) and \( P \cap \chi \cap \gamma \neq \emptyset \). Hence \( (t, P \cap \chi \cap \gamma) \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \) by definition of \( \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \). Since \( p \in P \cap \chi \cap \gamma \) it follows that \( (t, p) \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \) by induction hypothesis.

\[ (\iff) \quad (s, p) \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \quad \iff \quad \forall p \in P : (s, p) \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \]

Following the above theorem, the strengthening of Equation (5) for closed, negation-free as well as \( \langle a \mid X \rangle \)-free and \( \langle a \mid \chi \rangle \)-free feature \( \mu \)-formulas reads
\[ P \models^F_F \phi' \iff \forall p \in P : p \models^F_F \phi' \quad (7) \]
for all \( P \subseteq \mathcal{P} \), \( \phi' \in \mu\mathcal{L}_f' \cap \mu\mathcal{L}_f \) closed and negation-free.
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5 Family-based model checking of $\mu L_f$

In view of Theorem 16 and Equation (5), as presented in the previous section, we may divert to verifying $P \models \phi'$ family-wise when we aim to check a property $\phi$ expressed in the feature $\mu$-calculus $\mu L_f$ for a set of products $P$. The $\mu L_f$-formula $\phi'$ is obtained from the $\mu L_f$-formula $\phi$ just by replacing modalities $\langle a|\chi \rangle$ by modalities $\langle a|\chi \rangle$. However, the granularity for model checking for $\mu L_f$ is that of sets of products rather than individual products as for $\mu L_f$.

In principle, a dedicated model checker for $\mu L_f$ can be built starting from Definition 13 following a recursion scheme. However, in such a scenario specific optimization techniques and performance enhancing facilities need to be constructed from scratch. Here, we sketch an alternative approach. The problem of deciding $P \models \phi'$ can be formalized using multi-sorted first-order modal $\mu$-calculus, hereafter referred to as $\mu L_{fo}$, as proposed by [23][25]. Such a calculus is given in the context of a data signature $\Sigma = (S,O)$, where $S$ is a set of sorts and $O$ is a set of operations, and of a set of sorted actions $\mathcal{A}$. Formulas $\phi$ and sorted actions $a(\nu)$ of (a fragment of) $\mu L_{fo}$ are given by

$$\phi ::= b \mid \neg \phi \mid \phi \lor \psi \mid \phi \land \psi \mid \exists \nu : D. \phi \mid \forall \nu : D. \phi \mid \langle a(\nu) \rangle \phi \mid \langle a(\nu) \rangle \phi \mid X(t) \mid \mu X(v : D = t). \phi \mid \nu X(v : D = t). \phi$$

where for $\mu X(v : D = t). \phi$ and $\nu X(v : D = t). \phi$ all free occurrences of $X$ in $\phi$ are in the scope of an even number of negations, $b$ is an expression of Boolean sort, $t$ is an arbitrary expression and $\nu$ is a variable of sort $D$.

Expressions over $\mu L_{fo}$ are to be interpreted over specific LTS where actions carry parameters. The expressions given by $\nu$ in the above grammar allow for reasoning about sets of such parametrized actions. In our approach to SPL, we use these parameters to model sets of products. Moreover, we use the parameter $\nu$ of the fixpoint operators to keep track of the set of products for which we are evaluating the fixpoint formula. Note, this set is dynamic: whenever we encounter a modality such as $\langle a|\chi \rangle \phi$ or $\langle a|\chi \rangle \phi$, the set of products for which we need to evaluate $\phi$ is restricted by $\chi$. The bottom line is that we can devise a translation $T$ that answers whether $(s,P) \in \llbracket \phi \rrbracket_F$, where $s$ is a state of an LTS, by answering $\bar{s} \in \llbracket T(P,\phi) \rrbracket$, where $\bar{s}$ is a state of an LTS with parametrized actions. While a detailed exposition is beyond the scope of the current paper, we illustrate the approach using a small SPL example.

**Example 18.** Consider the FTS $F$ modeling a family of (four) coffee machines from Example 6, recalled below (left). Also depicted below (right) is the LTS $L(F)$ with parametrized actions that represents $F$.
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Let $\phi'$ be the $\mu L_f$-formula $\forall X. \mu Y. (\llbracket \text{ins}\rrbracket(Y \land \llbracket \text{cd}\rrbracket(Y \land \llbracket \text{lg}\rrbracket(Y) \land \llbracket \text{sd}\rrbracket) \land \llbracket X\rrbracket)$ expressing that on all infinite runs involving actions $	ext{ins}$, $	ext{cd}$, $	ext{lg}$, and $	ext{sd}$, the action $	ext{sd}$ occurs infinitely often. Note that this formula holds in state $s_0$ and only for products that do not feature the dollar unit (feature $D$) nor the cleaning and descale unit (feature $C$). For, if the cleaning and descale unit is present, there is a violating infinite run consisting of $\text{cd}$-actions only, whereas when the dollar unit is present, there is an infinite run containing only $\text{ins}$ and $\text{lg}$ actions.

Assume that the sort $\text{PSet}$ represents the set $2^\mathcal{F}$. The set of features $\mathcal{F}$ is finite and, therefore, the sort $\text{PSet}$ is easily defined and can be used to effectively compute with. Moreover, we presume all usual
set operators on $2^{|x|}$ to have counterparts for $\text{PSet}$ too. The $\mu_{\text{fo}}$-formula $T(P, \varphi')$ that corresponds to $\varphi' \in \mu_{L_f}$ above is then the following:

$$\forall X(P \vdash P\text{Set} = P)_3 \cdot \forall Y(P \vdash \text{PSet} = P)_3 \cdot (P \forall E \in \text{PSet}[\text{ins}(e)] (P \forall E \in e = \forall Y(P \forall E \in e))) \land$$

$$\forall X(P \vdash P\text{Set} = P)_3 \cdot \forall Y(P \vdash \text{PSet} = P)_3 \cdot (P \forall E \in \text{PSet}[\text{cd}(e)] (P \forall E \in e = \forall Y(P \forall E \in e))) \land$$

$$\forall X(P \vdash P\text{Set} = P)_3 \cdot \forall Y(P \vdash \text{PSet} = P)_3 \cdot (P \forall E \in \text{PSet}[\text{fg}(e)] (P \forall E \in e = \forall Y(P \forall E \in e))) \land$$

$$\forall X(P \vdash P\text{Set} = P)_3 \cdot \forall Y(P \vdash \text{PSet} = P)_3 \cdot (P \forall E \in \text{PSet}[\text{sd}(e)] (P \forall E \in e = \forall Y(P \forall E \in e)))) .$$

In the resulting formula $T(P, \varphi')$, the modal operators of $\varphi'$ are essentially mapped to the modal operators of $\mu_{\text{fo}}$, and the information concerning the feature expressions is handled by the data parameters and appropriate conditions, mirroring the semantics of $\mu_{L_f}$. Deciding whether $(s_0, \neg((C \lor D)) \in \text{[[}\varphi'\text{]]}_F$ then translates to verifying whether $\dot{s}_0 \in \text{[[}T(\neg((C \lor D), \varphi'))\text{]]}$. The latter can be done using a toolset such as mCRL2, which supports $\mu_{\text{fo}}$ and which allows for representing LTS with parametrized actions.

6 Concluding remarks and future work

We have introduced two variants of the modal $\mu$-calculus, each with explicit FTS semantics, by incorporating feature expressions, and we have compared these logics among each other. This resembles work done for LTL [16] and CTL [15], but we can also express typical $\mu$-calculus properties not expressible in LTL or CTL. We have then shown how to achieve family-based model checking of SPL with the existing mCRL2 toolset by exploiting an embedding of the newly introduced feature-oriented $\mu$-calculus variant, with an FTS semantics in terms of sets of products, into the $\mu$-calculus with data. It follows that from a logical point of view the featured $\mu$-calculi proposed here are a sublogic of the $\mu$-calculus with data. However, methodologically the new modalities in $\mu_{L_f}$ and $\mu_{L_f}$ highlight via feature expressions the variability and allow to direct the analysis to specific families of products, which may give better insight and, in the preliminary casestudies conducted, quicker response times of the model checker. In [9], we evaluate the application of our approach to a larger SPL model from the literature, the well-known minepump model.

In this paper we have considered family-based model checking, but the same principle has also been applied to other analysis techniques, like theorem proving, static analysis, and type checking [33]. Often times this requires extending existing tools, but in some cases—like the one described in this paper—the analysis problem can be encoded in an existing specification language to allow off-the-shelf tools to be reused. In [34], for instance, all Java feature modules and their corresponding feature-based specifications in a Java Modeling Language extension are translated into a single family-based metaspecification that can be passed as-is to the KeY theorem prover [2].

Finally, we outline a couple of possibilities for future work. First, the main results presented in this paper (Theorems [10 and 16] demonstrate that the validity of a formula for a family of products implies its validity for the family’s individual products. As is done for MTS in [4], it would be interesting to establish complementary results concerning the preservation of the invalidity of a formula for a product family by the family’s individual products. One possible way to try to achieve this is by providing an alternative semantics for the diamond and box operators denoting may and must modalities.

Second, the implication of Theorem [16] is strengthened to an equivalence in Theorem [17] (i.e. a formula is valid for a family of products iff it is valid for the family’s individual products) for a specific subset of feature $\mu$-calculus formulas. It would be interesting to study the conditions under which this equivalence can be obtained for a larger set of feature $\mu$-calculus formulas. Possible strategies include
considering an alternative set of FTS (e.g. with a different structure) or, following [15][16], separating the feature expressions from the diamond and box operators and instead parametrizing each formula with a feature-based operator that quantifies the specific set of products for which the formula has to be verified.
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